Together we will create a space
for personal transformation, to
manifest your dreams and prayers,
to provide an alchemical vessel in
which each of us can turn our lead
to gold. We mindfully engage with
each other as a way to discover
more about ourselves, our
relationships, and our own highest
vision.

Event provided:
 All meals are catered by a licensed five
star Chef, no need to cook!
 Limited electric for medical needs
 Camping, and small trailer sites
 Fire Circle Station Tents, Circle
supplies, torches
 Prepared Fire Circle, firewood, Rangoli
supplies
 Orientation Materials

Sacred Fire Circle
in Paradise
~ In Northwest Wisconsin ~

From a participant:
“ I wasn't sure if I would be able to
stay awake from midnight to dusk,
but I had no problem. The energy of
the fire, the land, and the group
sustained me! I really enjoyed the
drumming and the rattles. Some of
the songs that were sung were
beautiful!

Rangoli ground pattern surrounds fire

The work of the Sacred Fire Circle
is centered around the energy of
Fire: a path back to one's own heart
memory and life purpose. Ritual
helps us to re-discover the ancient
wisdom that connects us to each
other and the land around us.

I witnessed a few people "releasing."
They were being supported by the
shamans and the healers in the
group. It was a week end that I will
never forget. I forged some new
friendships too.
I'm already looking forward to next
years Sacred Fire Circle. “

Registration is limited!
Subsidy Grants are available.

Thursday – Sunday
July 12 -15th, 2018
sacredfirecircle.hawkdancing.com

Friends from all traditions and
paths join us each year for

The Sacred Fire Circle
in Paradise!
July 12-15th, 2018
Sacred Fire Circle is a fully
participatory event for adults.

Experience pure joy,
many participants do so
for the first time!
Whatever awaits you,
the effects will be
transformational,
unfolding in relationship
with the challenges you
present yourself with.

Fire Circle is co-created by making
our commitment to the circle, to
other participants, and to our
contributions and offerings.

Nestled in the rolling hills of Western
Wisconsin, we come together beside the
bubbling river to experience Sacred
Ceremony as we drum, dance, chant,
trance, offer service, and connect with
one another around the Sacred Fire each
night from midnight to dawn.

This event has NO STAFF!
We all become staff upon arrival
and create the event, rituals,
ceremonies, workshops, and any
programming!

Fees for this event are:
• $115 for the first 15 registrants
• $130 until Fifty maximum
• $140 for Late Registration

All meals are included!
Save the Dates – Register Now!

Visit
sacredfirecircle.hawkdancing.com
For Online Registration

